In 2018, the homeless families Nicholas House serves made major strides in reaching for a new and better future. Meanwhile, Nicholas House expanded its reach with new relationships, more services and greater funding to help more homeless families achieve self-sufficiency.

Last year, Nicholas House assisted 568 homeless children and parents from 157 families with housing, case management, youth services, adult education and more while keeping the families intact regardless of composition.

We began a Corporate Leadership Council that has galvanized new partners from the business community to join our efforts toward making family homelessness rare, brief and nonrecurring. We’ve reached out to form new collaboratives with other agencies for a collective impact on economic empowerment for families. We’ve reached new insight as we brought greater analytical insight and diligence to program and fundraising impact. At Nicholas House, we look at every challenge that families face as an opportunity to help improve their lives, inspire independence and foster their self-sufficiency.

Going forward, our goal is straightforward: to move more families from homelessness and financial anxiety to confidence and independence as they plan and strive for their future and arrive there with control over their choices.

We hope that you enjoy this 2018 Annual Report. You’ll meet a family that we’ve served, learn about the challenges they faced and discover how with assistance from Nicholas House, they are living the life they envisioned. You’ll also discover the values that drive our success, the facts behind our programmatic and financial strength, and learn how you can have greater impact through your partnership with Nicholas House.

Thank you for helping to change lives and make our work possible. **We look forward to an even more impactful future!**
**INCOME** FY 9/1/17-8/31/18 $2,092,668

- **30%** INCOME DECREASED
- **90%** INCOME INCREASED
- **36%** DEBT INCREASED AFTER EXIT LEAST 1 YEAR OR MORE
- **7,000+** PEOPLE SERVED TOTAL
- **18%** MAINTAINED HOUSING AT LEAST 1 YEAR OR MORE

**EXPENSES** FY 9/1/17-8/31/18 $2,022,447
- **88%** PROGRAM
- **9%** FUNDRAISING
- **4%** ADMINISTRATIVE

**2018 IMPACT**

- **568** TOTAL PEOPLE SERVED
- **157** TOTAL FAMILIES SERVED
- **10%** INCREASE OVER PRIOR YEAR
- **90%** GRADUATED FROM PROGRAMS INTO THEIR OWN HOUSING
- **96%** MAINTAINED INCOME
- **44%** INCINRED INCOME
- **100%** MAINTAINED DEBT
- **100%** OF CHILDREN GRADUATED TO THE NEXT GRADE LEVEL
- **100%** OF STUDENTS IN SHELTER ARE ON SCHOOL HONOR ROLL
- **100%** OF STUDENTS MAINTAINED GOOD BEHAVIOR OR IMPROVED BEHAVIOR
- **18,500+** MEALS SERVED
- **7,000+** HOURS OF VOLUNTEER SERVICE

**2018 FINANCIALS**

- **18%** INDIVIDUALS
- **16%** IN-KIND
- **14%** FOUNDATIONS
- **9%** UNITED WAY
- **4%** CORPORATIONS
- **15%** FEDERAL
- **13%** CITY OF ATLANTA
- **6%** STATE
- **5%** FULTON COUNTY

**NICHOLAS HOUSE PROGRAMS**

**PROJECTS PROVIDES A CONTINUUM OF PROGRAMS DESIGNED TO ASSIST HOMELESS FAMILIES AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF NEED AND CREATE NEW FUTURES**

**HOME AGAIN** for families with enough income but needing initial help, leasing advocacy or homeless prevention assistance due to temporary crisis

**HOMELESS TO HOMES (H2H)** for families with some income but not enough, we obtain leases in their names as they pay 30% of their income toward rent and we provide a time-limited subsidy for the rent difference while we work to help the family increase income

**BOULEVARD SHELTER** for families with no income and needing immediate shelter to help stabilize the family, provide basic needs and establish a plan and goals to move forward

**NEW HORIZONS** for families with no income plus additional barriers, this permanent supportive housing program provides services to chronically homeless families with disabilities

**OUR COMMUNITY’S FINANCIAL SUPPORT ALLOWS NICHOLAS HOUSE TO CONTINUE TO OFFER LIFE-CHANGING PROGRAMS FOR HOMELESS FAMILIES**

- **$100** provides 1 week’s worth of snacks for homeless children in the after-school program
- **$250** provides 1 month of training and workshops for a homeless parent
- **$500** provides 1 month of housing, meals and support for a homeless parent and child
- **$1,000** provides 1 year of youth services program support for a homeless child

**CONTACT OUR DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT** at (404) 622-0753, ext. 105 or terry@nicholashouse.org

**DONATIONS OF ESSENTIAL ITEMS, MONEY, STOCKS, AND PROPERTY** ensure that we can continue to support families in their journey to self-sufficiency.

To help us fulfill our mission, **DONATE**

- **$250**
- **$500**
- **$1,000**

**I just really enjoy spending time with the kids. They are so funny, interesting, and teach me about play, creativity, and spontaneity — these lessons add value to my life outside of the hours I volunteer at Nicholas House. I hope my volunteerism models for the young people to play and have fun in ways that are collaborative, inclusive, and kind.**

- **TREVOR DOWRETY, VOLUNTEER**
The Nicholas House Corporate Leadership Council (CLC) is a membership forum to provide an opportunity for increased cooperation, understanding and communication between corporate leadership within the Atlanta areas and community efforts to help reduce family homelessness making it rare, brief and nonrecurring.

Participation in the CLC provides corporate members the opportunity to have unparalleled access to leadership opportunities that impact community change, child well-being and family self-sufficiency.

**ACTION AREA #1**
Help generate the public will, civic support, as well as public and private resources to ensure that family homelessness is rare, brief and nonrecurring.

**ACTION AREA #2**
Help build human capital through employment opportunities, preparation and training to help provide a livable wage for homeless families.

**ACTION AREA #3**
Help develop a cause marketing and customer/employee engagement framework that provides a strong sense of connection to the mission of Nicholas House and efforts to eradicate family homelessness.

The purpose of the Nicholas House Corporate Leadership Council (CLC) is to support the advancement of supportive services and long-term solutions for homeless families in collaboration with Nicholas House, Inc.

The purpose of the Nicholas House Corporate Leadership Council (CLC) is to provide an opportunity for business leaders to engage in and address challenges that impact vulnerable families in and around the Atlanta community. Members are recognized for their commitment to family homelessness and are charged with helping to make it rare, brief, and nonrecurring. By supporting the mission of Nicholas House and as members of the CLC, corporate partners distinguish themselves as community leaders and advocates for vulnerable families. To join or to learn more about the Nicholas House Corporate Leadership Council, please contact tterry@nicholashouse.org.

They are lending their voices, networks and resources to help. Individuals participating in the Sleep Out bring attention to issues regarding family homelessness and hunger. For one night, participants experience the uncertainties thousands face daily by sleeping out on the ground. Through the evening’s programming, participants and others learn about the work being done by Nicholas House to address some of our community’s most pressing issues. In 2018, the event raised awareness of family homelessness and funds to help over 25 homeless parents and over 75 homeless children.

The Nicholas House Off the Street, On Their Feet: Sleep Out Supporting Homeless Families event is about so much more than spending one no-frills night sleeping on cardboard. It supports advocacy efforts on behalf of 5,000+ metro Atlantans experiencing homelessness each night. It brings into focus the impact of poverty on the lives of families in our communities.

Membership in the CLC provides an opportunity for business leaders to engage in and address challenges that impact vulnerable families in and around the Atlanta community. Members are recognized for their commitment to family homelessness and are charged with helping to make it rare, brief, and nonrecurring. By supporting the mission of Nicholas House and as members of the CLC, corporate partners distinguish themselves as community leaders and advocates for vulnerable families. To join or to learn more about the Nicholas House Corporate Leadership Council, please contact tterry@nicholashouse.org.

**MORE ABOUT...**

Nicholas House Off the Street, On Their Feet participants see the problem and are part of the solution.

They are lending their voices, networks and resources to help. Individuals participating in the Sleep Out bring attention to issues regarding family homelessness and hunger. For one night, participants experience the uncertainties thousands face daily by sleeping out on the ground. Through the evening’s programming, participants and others learn about the work being done by Nicholas House to address some of our community’s most pressing issues. In 2018, the event raised awareness of family homelessness and funds to help over 25 homeless parents and over 75 homeless children.

**MORE ABOUT...**

Nicholas House Off the Street, On Their Feet participants see the problem and are part of the solution.

They are lending their voices, networks and resources to help. Individuals participating in the Sleep Out bring attention to issues regarding family homelessness and hunger. For one night, participants experience the uncertainties thousands face daily by sleeping out on the ground. Through the evening’s programming, participants and others learn about the work being done by Nicholas House to address some of our community’s most pressing issues. In 2018, the event raised awareness of family homelessness and funds to help over 25 homeless parents and over 75 homeless children.

Learn more about the Nicholas House Off The Street On Their Feet Sleep Out and sign up at www.nicholashouse.org.
Many hardworking families live paycheck-to-paycheck—families like Carla’s, who found themselves facing eviction after roommates didn’t pay the light bill.

Paying off their roommates’ overdue light bill taxed her family’s financial resources, leading to them falling behind on rent and other bills. As late fees piled up, Carla took the initiative to look for help—and found Nicholas House. “It was hard to admit that I needed help for my family. I was scared, I didn’t know if anyone could help me.”

Carla attended a Nicholas House workshop to map out a plan for her family to move forward and become self-sufficient, with a focus on completing her education and budgeting to better manage her money. With the support of her case manager, Carla re-enrolled in school to complete her Associate’s Degree in Applied Science to earn a Phlebotomy Certification and equip her for a higher-paying job in the medical field.

Carla and her son’s father worked hard to put their plan into action and regained control of their finances. Once they demonstrated that they would be able to pay their current and future rent, Nicholas House’s Home Again homelessness prevention program paid off two months of owed back rent, preventing eviction and helping the family to get back on their feet. With focused effort, Carla and her boyfriend have stabilized their family, paid off their outstanding bills and started to build savings so that their children can have the best life possible.

Today, Carla is only weeks away from graduating with her Associate’s Degree and starting an exciting new chapter in her life. She is building a lasting foundation for her family and equipping her children with the tools they need to become independent and self-sufficient adults.

“My family came dangerously close to losing everything we’d worked so hard to achieve. Without the help and support of Nicholas House, our lives would be so different. I’m so grateful that they were able to help us.”
— CARLA, Nicholas House Program Participant

“Thank you, for giving me back my peace of mind and a path for a better future for my family.”
— CARLA
METRO ATLANTA IS FULL OF HEROES

Volunteers served hundreds of meals to homeless families, empowered children, fostered learning, discovery and growth, inspired homeless families, empowered children and fostered their sufficiency. Nicholas House helps accelerate people-powered change in communities and neighborhoods in and around Atlanta. We believe everyone has the power to create change. Every action, no matter how small, is significant.

In 2018, through innovative and engaging volunteer experiences, we equipped thousands of families and individuals to help transform our community by connecting them to opportunities to serve and recognize their impact.

Volunteers served hundreds of meals to homeless families, empowered children, fostered learning, discovery and growth, inspired homeless parents leading them to aim, act and achieve goals which led to improved quality of life and their self-sufficiency.

Volunteers helped us increase public awareness of family homelessness, knowledge of Nicholas House programs and services, fundraised during events, beautified our recreational and living spaces.

Nicholas House is grateful to our hundreds of donors and supporters. Special thanks to those who gave $500+ ($, $5,000+,$10,000+)** over our last fiscal year (9/1/17-8/31/18).

*Indicates Dream Builders Society Membership

Thank you to our donors

NICHOLAS HOUSE is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Contributions are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law.

Dream Builders Society

We are pleased to honor more than 100 individuals who have joined the Nicholas House Dream Builders Society to support their deep passion and commitment to helping families. As a Dream Builders Society member, you have demonstrated a pledge of significant, multi-year, unrestricted financial contribution to support Nicholas House programs and services, fundraised during the past year to become a Dream Builders member.

Lynne McClellan
Crystal Bradley
Brian Beidleman
Allan Edmonds
Georgie Markley
Jack Parentis
Shelby Todd-Stanley
**
Richard Wilke, Jr., **

INDIVIDUAL DONORS

Conrad & Cheryl Darin
Browning State
Lisa Askew
**
Anna Strelitz
Annie Vivas
Steven Amoros
Annie Violet
Chas Baker
John Butke
Crystal Bradley
Brian Beidleman
**
Merrill Bode
Jamie Bland
Lisa Beaudin
Jonathan Beeler
**
Tracy Berti
Stuart Berman
Thomas Berman
Karen Berman
Marta Cagney
William Caracoglia
Susan Carlow
Thomas Charnley
Spence Church
Becky Clegg
Sue Perdue

VOLUNTEERS IN ACTION

Share your time, your expertise, your resources!

CONTACT CHASE THOMAS AT CTHOMAS@NICHOLASHOUSE.ORG TO GET INVOLVED WITH AND STAY CONNECTED TO NICHOLAS HOUSE

Tours are provided every third Saturday of each month (except June & December)

Tours begin at 10:30AM and end at 11:30AM.

Register for a Tour at www.nicholasherouse.org
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DIAL THE HOME Depot

We thank our many donors at all levels of contribution as well as those who give to us on United Way workplace giving who our our workplace.

Please accept our apologies for any inadvertent errors or omissions.
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M A K E A D I F F E R E N C E T O D A Y !
BOAD OF DIRECTORS
2017-2018

Michael Jones, RICOH USA BOARD PRESIDENT
Edmund Morrell, United States Court, Northern District of Georgia VICE PRESIDENT
Kevin Shinn, CPA, Ernst & Young TREASURER
Elizabeth George, Shah Law Firm SECRETARY
Paul Lundy, CPA, Dixon Hughes Goodman IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
Crystal Beal, Walgreens
Jonathan Bradberry, KWB Tax & Accounting
Amber Cutler, CPA, PricewaterhouseCoopers Atlanta
Marcus Drake, K&M Learning Group
Rabia Jalil, RentPath
A. RaeNee Jemison, Luxury Sales Atlanta
Chris Jennings, The Coca-Cola Company
Bob Kerris, CPA, ITB Partners
Courtney Lee, The Goizueta Foundation
Carine Leslie, Pershing Yoakley & Associates
Robert Milstead, Genuine Parts/NAPA
Ollie Moore, Delta Community Credit Union
Richard Robbins, Robbins Firm
Toby Spry, PricewaterhouseCoopers Atlanta
S. Bola Tilghman, PhD, Mercer University